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ABSTRACT 
    The topic of this review article is about some aspects of fluid dynamics during 
crystallization and the control of such flow by using external constraints such as rotation 
and magnetic field.  Following a brief introduction regarding ways to improve the quality 
of different types of crystals, the research development accomplished in the recent years 
regarding the control of the undesirable fluid flow during crystal growth of alloys and 
proteins is reviewed.  The basic theoretical and computational fluid dynamic methods to 
determine the solutions for the dependent variables of the fluid flow are described and the 
methods of the flow control are outlined, which can be beneficial to the crystal growers in 
the sense that defects and imperfections in the produced crystal can be reduced 
significantly as the result of such flow control during the production of crystals.  The 
results are also compared with the available experimental data. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
    Semiconductor crystals grown from liquid melts can be improved by applying a 
magnetic field during crystal growth and models have been developed in the last three 
decades or so to help optimize the improvement [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].  Single crystals 
of semiconductors such as silicon and gallium-arsenide are sliced into wafers which are 
the bases for many integrated circuits and optical devices.  These uses demand a 
minimum of crystal defects, such as dislocations, and a uniform and controllable 
distribution of dopants and impurities in the crystal.  The defect densities and 
dopant/impurity distributions depend on the motion of the melt during crystal growth 
process, so that improvement of crystal quality requires control of melt motion.  When a 
magnetic field is applied during crystal growth, the electromagnetic body force changes 
the melt motion, and the magnetic field can be tailored to achieve optimal, non-intrusive 
control of the melt motion.  Accurate models of melt motions in the presence of magnetic 
fields, which were needed in order to optimize the magnetic field strength and 
configuration, have been developed for a number of crystal growth processes such as the 
Czochralski and float-zone processes[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. 
    Convection effects during alloy solidification are known to be important [10].  The 
convective flow affects the solid-liquid content within thin mushy layer adjacent to the 
solid-liquid interface and influences adversely the quality of the produced crystal.  The 
convective plumes initiates formation of localized channels, also called chimneys, within 
the mushy layer, which are the source of defects and severe compositional 
nonhomogeneity in the crystal.  These defects and imperfections in their final form in the 
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crystal are called freckles.  Freckles are quite undesirable in the solidified material since 
they interrupt the uniformity of the crystal causing areas of mechanical weakness.  There 
have been a number of research studies for the application of an external constraint of 
rotation on the convective flow during alloy solidification, and these studies detected 
cartain range of values of the rotation rate and conditions on the direction of the rotation 
vector where the undesirable convective effects on the solidified material can be reduced 
significantly [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].  Beneficial effects of a magnetic field in 
reducing the effects of convection during alloy solidification have also been determined 
more recently in the absence [17] or presence of rotation [19, 20]. 
    Protein crystals of higher qualities in a number of applications are considered to be 
those of relatively larger size and more structurally uniform [21, 22, 23, 24].  In order to 
produce such crystals, their growth rates need to be sufficiently high.  Order of magnitude 
calculation indicates that transport of solute to the crystal growth interface becomes 
dominated by convection after the crystal has grown to about a few µm in normal (earth) 
gravity.  The undesirable effect of solutal convection during protein crystal growth is its 
negative effects of mainly producing inhomogeneous solutal concentration on the growth 
crystal face.  The main motivation for growing protein crystals in space has been to 
achieve diffusion controlled growth condition, which has been considered to be more 
uniform.  However, there have also been a number of flight experiments that yielded 
crystals with no improvement in the quality and internal order as compared to those 
grown under the normal gravity condition.  One problem due to space condition has been 
the dominance of the effect of surface tension gradient driven convection known as 
Marangoni convection in a thin region adjacent to the crystal-melt interface.  Very 
recently, some studies about beneficial effects of rotation on both buoyancy driven flow 
and surface tension driven flow during protein crystallization have been [25, 26], which 
indicate usefulness of external constraint of rotation for production of higher quality 
protein crystal.    
  
ALLOY CRYSTALLIZATION AND DISCUSSION 
    In this section we review and discuss some aspects of the fluid flow dynamics during 
alloy crystal growth.  Worster [27] analyzed the governing equations for a mushy layer of 
a binary alloy system during directional solidification in the asymptotic limit of 
sufficiently large solutal Rayleigh number.  He proposed a model in which there is 
downward flow everywhere in the mushy layer, except in and near localized chimneys.  
The chimneys support upward convective flow driven by compositional buoyancy.  
Worster derived asymptotic equations governing the flow in the regions of the mushy 
layer that were outside the immediate vicinity of the chimneys and argued that rapid 
upflow occurs in narrow, vertical regions and causes chimneys to form.  Chimney 
convection is governed by the Navier-Stokes, energy and continuity equations under the 
so-called Boussinesq approximation [28].  Scaling analysis of the thermal boundary layer 
surrounding each chimney demonstrated that the pressure driving the flow in the 
chimneys is given to the leading order by the hydrostatic pressure in the outer regions of 
the mushy layer.  A thermal balance of such boundary layer provided the radius of each 
chimney.  Treating the mushy region as a porous medium, an important feature detected 
by the asymptotic analysis was that the convection in the medium was independent of the 
functional form of the relationship between the porosity and the permeability of the 
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medium.  Simple solutions were derived to determine the structure of the mushy layer for 
strong natural convection.  These solutions provided some evidence of the suitability of 
the governing equations for describing the fluid dynamics in the mushy layer that are 
observed experimentally.  In regard to the stability of such solutions and condition on 
their reliability, some reasons were given to believe that the solutions can be stable, 
provided number density of the chimneys is not too large. 
    The investigations carried out by Riahi [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] and the 
corresponding results are briefly reviewed in this and the following paragraphs.  A layer 
of a binary alloy melt of some composition C0 and temperature T∞ is considered which is 
solidified at a rate V with the eutectic temperature Te at the position z =0 held fixed in a 
frame moving with the solidification speed in the z-direction, where z-axis is assumed to 
be in the direction of the crystal growth rate.  The investigated double-layer model, which 
consists of a non-porous layer, referred to as the liquid layer, and a porous type layer, 
referred to as the mushy layer, is based on the assumptions of the type considered by 
Worster [29].  Riahi [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] considered such solidification problem in 
a high gravity environment based on the assumptions of the type considered by Arnold et 
al. [30] for solidification system in a centrifuge [31].  The mushy layer adjacent to the 
solidifying surface is of thickness h(x, y, t), where t is the time variable and the x- and y-
axes are in the plane z =0 perpendicular to the z-axis.  The solidifying system is placed in 
a centrifuge basket rotating at some constant angular velocity Ω about the centrifuge axis 
, which makes an angle γ with respect to the z-axis.  The centrifuge axis is anti-parallel to 
the earth gravity vector. 
    Next, the equations for momentum, continuity, heat and solute were considered for 
both liquid layer (z>h) and mushy layer (0<z<h) in the moving frame oxyz whose origin 
o is centered on the solid-mush interface.  The governing system of these equations for 
the solidifying system rotating with the centrifuge basket [30] and translating with the 
solidification front at speed V is non-dimensionalized by using V, K/V, K/V2, β∆Cρ0 
gK/V, ∆C and ∆T as scales for velocity, length, time, pressure, solute and temperature, 
respectively.  Here K is the thermal diffusivity, ρ is a constant (reference) density, β=β* -
Γα*, where α* and β* are the expansion coefficients for heat and solute, respectively, and 
Γ is the slope of the liquidus curve, ∆C=C0 –Ce, where Ce is the eutectic concentration of 
the alloy, ∆T=TL(C0)-Te and Te is the local liquidus temperature.  Due to the variations of 
density with respect to both solute concentration and temperature, the centrifugal 
acceleration terms in the momentum equation cannot be converted into passive gradient 
terms and become important at significant rotation rate.  The centrifugal acceleration 
terms in the momentum equation are split into an average term, which is superimposed 
on the normal (earth) gravity term and a so-called gradient acceleration term [30].  For 
the mushy layer, Darcy’s law [32] is adopted in the governing equations.  
The non-dimensional forms of the governing equations are subjected to the appropriate 
boundary conditions of the type given in Worster [29].  Simplifying assumptions of 
negligible temperature contribution in the buoyancy force, β≈β* and K>>D are then 
considered, where D is the solute diffusivity.  The non-dimensional system contains a 
number of dependent variables and parameters, which are defined as follows.  The 
vector u is the velocity vector, P is the pressure, C is the solute concentration, θ is the 
temperature, Pr =ν/K is the Prandtl number, ν is the kinematic viscosity, R=β∆CNg K2 
/(V3 νH) is the solutal Rayleigh number, Ng =(g2 +Ω4 R02)0.5 is the acceleration due to 
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high gravity, g is the acceleration due to normal gravity, R0 is the perpendicular 
distance from the center of gravity G of the centrifuge basket to the rotation axis, R is a 
function of γ and R =0 for zero angle case of γ, H=K2 /(V2 Π0) is a non-dimensional 
parameter representing ratio of R is the liquid zone inside each chimney or above the 
mushy layer to that in the mushy region outside the chimneys,  Π is a constant 
reference value of the permeability Π(φ) of the mushy layer, φ is the solid fraction of 
the mushy region, T=2ΩK2 /(V2νH) is the Coriolis parameter, which is square root of a 
Taylor number, A=β∆CΩ2K3 /(V4νH) is the gradient acceleration parameter due to the 
centrifugal force, θ∞ =T∞ /∆T, E=D/K is the inverse of Lewis number, St =L/(M ∆T) is 
the Stefan number, m is the specific heat per unit volume, L is the latent heat of 
solidification per unit volume, Cr =(Cs –C0)/∆C is a concentration ratio, and Cs is the 
composition of the solid phase forming the dendrites in the mushy layer.  Due to the 
liquidus relationship, which holds to a good approximation in the mushy layer, θ =C in 
the mushy zone outside the chimneys. 
    Riahi [14, 15, 16, 17] was concerned mainly with the convective flow in any 
cylindrical chimney, whose axis was assumed to be parallel to the z-axis, within the 
mushy layer.  The governing equations were, thus, considered in a cylindrical 
coordinate whose axial direction is along the z-axis.  Riahi [14] considered strongly 
nonlinear convection under weak nonaxisymmetric assumption in a cylindrical 
chimney, whose axis coincided with the z-axis, and in the mushy layer in the 
asymptotic limit of sufficiently large R, Pr and (1/E).  Asymptotic and scaling analyses 
were applied to chimney convection to determine the results qualitatively about the 
effects of both Coriolis and centrifugal forces on the convective motion within 
chimneys in the mushy layer.  It was found that, for some moderate range of values of 
the rotation rate and γ≠0, axial convection in the chimneys decrease rapidly with 
increasing A above some azimuthally dependent axial level.  The axial convection was 
also found to decrease with increasing T in certain range, which depended on γ, R and 
T.  The Coriolis force effect was destabilizing for T outside this range of values.  The 
work carried out in Riahi [14] was based on the assumption that the flow of melt was 
under certain derived parameter regimes and the radius a of any chimney was an 
independent parameter with prescribed value.  Riahi [16] investigated theoretically, 
using asymptotic and scaling analyses, the effects of centrifugal and Coriolis forces, 
due to arbitrary inclined rotational constraint, on a strongly nonlinear convection, 
which was assumed to be nonaxisymmetric, at finite values of Pr and presented the 
qualitative results for the case where the derived parameter regime implied that the 
chimney’s radius a was a function of the other parameters.  It was found that there 
were P and rotation-dependent ranges where the wall of chimneys may or may not be 
vertical.  There were also γ-, Pr– and rotation-dependent ranges, where chimney 
convection increased or decreased with increasing the rotation rate.  An interesting 
aspect of the results presented in Riahi [16] was the way the inclined angle γ affected 
the chimney convection.  Within certain range controlled by the axial component of the 
Coriolis force in the (Pr, T, A)-parameter space for small Pr melt convection in the 
chimneys decreased with increasing T if γ<180 degrees, while chimney convection 
increased with T if γ>180 degrees keeping all the other parameter values the same as in 
the γ<180 degrees case.  These results agreed with some earlier experimental studies 
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for small Pr [34] under centrifugation, where Coriolis effect was found to have such 
different types of influence on the flow stability depending on the rotation sense of 
centrifuge.  These results were also in agreement with some computational studies for 
Pr =0.02 [35] under centrifugation, where enhancement of convection was found if 
centrifuge rotated counter-clockwise (sinγ<0), while convection was reduced if the 
centrifuge rotated clockwise (sinγ>0). 
    Riahi [18] investigated analytically nonlinear compositional convection in 
cylindrical chimneys within a mushy layer during alloy solidification and under an 
externally imposed magnetic field in the vertical direction.  Asymptotic and scaling 
examinations on the nonlinear convection under weakly axisymmetric condition  were 
carried out.  The effect of the externally imposed magnetic field was represented by the 
Chandrasekhar number Q, which is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field.  
It was found that for sufficiently large values of Q, convection and the volume flux in 
the chimneys decrease with increasing Q, and conditions on Q and other parameters 
were determined under which the walls of the chimneys can or cannot be in the vertical 
direction.  The work presented in [19, 20] dealt with the problem of the type studied in 
[18] but in a high gravity environment.  It was found, in particular, that within certain 
parameter ranges, chimney convection can have a much lower amplitude and lower 
rate of changes with respect to Q or A if T is large and γ<180 degrees, as compared to 
the corresponding amplitude and the rate of change in the case for γ>180 degrees 
keeping all the other parameter values the same as in the γ<180 degrees case.      
                  
             
PROTEIN CRYSTALLIZATION AND DISCUSSION 
    There have been some recent high gravity experiments [33] for growing some types of 
protein crystals, such as Uridine phosphorylase (Uph), which indicated production of 
high quality crystals under a high gravity environment.  Crystallization of larger size of 
Uph has become suitable for x-ray analysis.  In addition, Uph has been identified as the 
enzyme that is also responsible for cleavage of some pyrimidine nucleoside analogs, 
possessing anti-tumor activity [33].  The authors of the work in [33] grew Uph crystals on 
earth under normal gravity, at zero gravity in ‘Mir’ space station, and under a high 
gravity condition using an ultracentrifuge at very high rotational speed.  They compared 
their results under these three conditions and showed the significant advantage of the 
high gravity growth of Uph crystals.  The crystals that were grown under a high gravity 
condition had relatively large size and of high quality in structural uniformity and order.  
Protein crystallization in the centrifuge has very high reproducibility and allowed the 
crystal growers to obtain relatively big crystals suitable for the x-ray investigation.  The 
crystals that were grown under zero gravity condition in space were too small and 
unsuitable for use in the x-ray analysis, while those grown under the normal gravity were 
not only small but also of low quality. 
    It has been known from the growth rate versus supersaturation studies that large 
supersaturation is generally needed to achieve relatively large crystals.  Order of 
magnitude calculations indicated that transport of solute concentration to the protein 
crystal growth interface became dominated by solutal convection after the protein crystal 
grows to a few tens of µm in normal gravity.  There have been a number of reports of 
protein crystals growing only to a certain small size under the normal gravity and in the 
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absence of any external constraint and thereafter the crystals seemed to resist all the 
attempts to force them grow further [36, 37].  This phenomenon of growth cessation is 
poorly understood at present but is thought to be due to the presence of solutal convection 
generated by the buoyancy driven flow, which can become significant by the presence of 
sizable concentration gradient at the crystal-melt interface. 
    The negative effects of the solutal convection due to density gradient driven flow and 
the resultant inhomogeneities caused by such flows have been documented in the growth 
of small crystals [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. 
    Although there have been very few theoretical and computational studies of protein 
crystal growth [43, 44, 25, 26], recent advances in computational and data acquisition 
methodologies have greatly reduced the time required for the analysis of the calculated 
data when suitable crystals are available, and advances in biotechnology promise greater 
supplies of more useful proteins with which to work. 
    Calculations based on tetragonal Iysozyme growth rate measurements [43, 45] 
predicted that solutal flows can exist at crystal sizes as small as 10 to 100 µm, as the 
minimum required concentration gradients are extremely small [46].  Beginning with 
such size range, the solutal convection dominates over the diffusive process.  The solutal 
convection actively transports new solute to the growth interface causing more 
inhomogeneities and non-uniformities in the produced protein crystal.  Pusey et al. [43] 
documented experimentally the existence of the solutal convection due to the density 
gradient driven flow and provided evidence showing that solutal convection may be the 
primary factor in the ‘crystal growth cessation’ phenomenon. 
    Ramachandran et al. [44] carried out analytical and numerical studies of solutal 
convection during protein crystal growth and under both normal and low gravity 
conditions and in the absence of any external constraint.  For steady flows, they found 
that their analytical solutions based on some approximate methods, such as perturbation 
and boundary layer techniques, provided useful information about the flow velocity and 
the mass transport in the vicinity of a growing protein crystal.  Their numerical solutions 
based on finite difference scheme were determined for both steady state and periodic 
accelerations and were used, in particular, to obtain information about conditions that 
may exist during typical shuttle operations in a low gravity environment.   
    Effect of inclined rotation on nonlinear solutal convection during protein 
crystallization was modelled and studied computationally in [25] under both normal and 
microgravity conditions.  The numerical computations, which were based on finite 
difference methods, for various values of the parameters and the gravity level indicated 
non-trivial competing effects, due to buoyancy, centrifugal and Coriolis forces, on the 
convective flow adjacent to the crystal interface and the associated solute flux.  In 
particular, certain ranges of the parameters were detected where the Sherwood number, 
representing the convective solute flux, and the convective effects were noticeably 
reduced by the external constraint of rotation.  These results provided conditions under 
which convective transport during the protein crystal growth approaches the diffusion 
limited transport, which is desirable for the production of higher quality protein crystals.  
Effect of inclined rotation on Marangoni convection during protein crystallization was 
modelled and studied computationally under microgravity conditions.  The numerical 
computations based on finite difference methods for various values of the parameters and 
low gravity levels indicated non-trivial competing effects, due to surface tension gradient, 
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centrifugal and Coriolis forces, on the flow adjacent to the protein crystal interface and 
the associated solute flux.  In particular, certain ranges of the parameter values were 
detected where the solute flux and convective effects were noticeably reduced by the 
external constraint of rotation.               
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